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10 resetting edgecam settings to factory settings if a
work session is interrupted and/or the application fails,

the edgecam temporary files may be corrupted. this can
cause adverse affects during the next edgecam work
session. if your edgecam installation appears to be
unstable, you can use the factory settings utility to

delete any settings that may have been corrupted. these
files and settings are deleted: all.mnu files from the
language folder all files from the camtmp folder all

user.config files in the folders camsupport*profile (from
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the generic profile folder, for example) * the temporary
file ptvars.$$$ from the camsupport folder the registry

entries for edgecam toolbar, menu options * deleting the
user.config files will remove any configuring you may
have done in edgecam, such as creating toolbars or

assigning shortcut keys. we recommend you first save
the configuration under your specified name. you should
use the reset edgecam settings to factory defaults option

if an edgecam toolbar or the browser can no longer be
displayed edgecam will not start edgecam appears to be

unstable advised by an edgecam support engineer 7
edgecam configuration utility user guide the edgecam

configuration utility can be found in the edgecam-config
utility folder. to open the edgecam configuration utility,

click the edgecam configuration utility icon in the
program menu. 3 reseting a security key resetting a

security key is also useful when you have removed the
security key, but want to see if you can still log into

edgecam. open the security key manager by clicking on
the security key manager button, as above. click reset..

on the security key you wish to reset. note that the
application will remember that you have reset the

security key and will not try and reprogram it again. you
can now log into edgecam. if the security key is still
displayed on the security key icon when you log into
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edgecam, you can delete it by clicking on the security
key manager and selecting delete security key from the
drop-down list in the security key manager panel. see

also 'how to manage a security key in the help'.
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time savings of up to 50% in the generation of cutter
toolpaths. 5-axis simultaneous machining expanded to
support the programming of machines with standard or
complex table/table configurations, for example nutated
tables. new 5-axis roughing capability multiple pass and

multiple depth options - applied individually or in
conjunction with each other - provide the user with

greater flexibility and toolpath control. new strategy in
rest finishing cycle automatically selects the most
appropriate toolpath for steep or shallow contours,
ensuring optimum surface finish. hole machining

enhancements include new depth type in hole cycle and
new easy-to-use hole operations for milling and turning.
edgecam simulator offers significant improvements to

the speed of simulation that are particularly beneficial in
the simulation of 5-axis, surface and helical toolpaths.

edgecam solid machinist enhancements include support
for o-ring grooves and new hole feature properties for

better definition of hole termination. edgecam part
modeler new tabbed interface and customizable menus
and toolbars with advanced features such as flyouts and
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extended tooltips - consistent with edgecam - make
edgecam part modeler intuitive and easy to use,

providing a smooth and seamless transition from design
to manufacture. 4 checking and updating a security key
viewing the details of a security key and updating it click
on the security key manager button from the edgecam
utilities program. check that the panel is up to date and

that the customer name is correct. 5ec8ef588b
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